Pre-MBA Essentials
Who Takes This Course

- Level V or VI students who are planning to attend a graduate business program, or other graduate program, who want to prepare to take the GMAT or GRE.
Text Material

This text will be supplemented with GMAT/GRE strategies suggested by other standardized test books and teacher developed handouts.
Objectives

• To develop test taking skills and strategies necessary to meet the competitive admission requirements of a graduate school of the student’s choice.

• To develop skills necessary to prepare for the GMAT/GRE Analytical Writing essays.
Reading Activities 1

- Practice GMAT reading comprehension, critical reasoning, and sentence correction questions, choosing the best answer for each question.
  - Increase your English reading speed
  - Enlarge your academic and business vocabulary
Reading Activities 2

• Read essays required for your application materials, written by other students, published by The MBA Insider

• Strengthen your essay writing structure and organization by studying these sample essays.
Writing Activities

• Write two GMAT/GRE essays per week, one Analysis of an Issue, the other Analysis of an Argument.

• Write three application essays during the session.
Value Added Pre-MBA

- Two corporate site visits per session
- Access to the Exelon Investment Trading Center
- Lunch and conversations with entrepreneurs – individuals starting their own businesses
- Sit in on one or two UD MBA classes
- Tutoring by Pre-MBA instructor on all phases of graduate school applications, including application essays and role playing admissions’ interviews
- Letters of Recommendation from Pre-MBA instructor
Why Pre-MBA?

• Develop your academic skills to prepare you to study, without undue stress, in the highly competitive environment of the American MBA classroom
Questions? Need more information?

Please contact Dan Murray.

• Email: domurray03@gmail.com